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1 Introduction

Machine learning (ML) has achieved many remarkable advances and successes in numerous areas. However, it is difficult for
programmers to maintain, reuse, and extend ML programs [25, 3, 2]. In particular, ML programs often come with a wide
range of configurable options, including hyperparameters [14], different optimization methods [27], or variants of ML models
(eg reinforcement learning (RL) [28] vs deep RL [4]). As a result, programmers often need to define a family of programs.
Currently they do this in an ad-hoc way, causing a significant amount of code duplication [29].

Here, we study ML programming from a language design perspective. We propose a new choice-based learning paradigm
which provides a separation of concerns that fosters modularity. On the one hand, programmers define training models
with choices and losses; this includes widely-used decision-making models and techniques eg Markov decision processes, with
actions as choices. On the other hand, they separately implement optimization strategies. In contrast, existing learning
systems based on decision-making models, eg Spiral [20], SmartChoices [7, 15], come with pre-determined interfaces and
built-in learning techniques; so choices cannot be made using user-provided composable language primitives.

The key insight underlying our design of choice-based learning is to combine two programming techniques: algebraic effects
and handlers, and loss continuations. Algebraic effects [21, 22] and handlers [23, 24] provide a flexible mechanism for modular
programming with user-defined effects [8, 26, 19, 5]. They achieve modularity by separating user-defined effect operations from
their implementation by effect handlers (which may call further effects). Semantically, loss continuations are functions γ ∈ RX

where R is a set of losses. Computations for x ∈ X are then selection functions ie F ∈ S(X) =def R
X → X, the selection

monad. Example such F ’s are argmax, choosing an x maximising γ, or optimization functions choosing x using γ (eg gradient
descent). This monad [12] has been used in such areas as game theory, proof theory, and decision-making models [9, 10, 11, 1].
It can be combined with auxiliary monads T to account for additional effects, yielding ST (X) = RX → T (X) [13].

We implement choice-based learning by combining effect handlers with loss continuations and a loss effect operation, as
considered in Section 2 and illustrated in Section 3. The loss operation enables programmers to register losses; choice effect
operations enable them to write training models; handlers now have access to the loss continuations, enabling them to define
choice operations using optimizations. Semantically, as briefly described below, this corresponds to the monad SWϵ where
Wϵ combines the writer monad with one for (as yet) uninterpreted operations. Our design provides a flexible and modular
interface for ML programming, as multiple choices and different optimization strategies can be easily nested and combined.

2 Theory

To illustrate our ideas, omitting many details, we present C, a small first-order core language with handlers h and loss
continuations l; types σ are basic, b, or products, (σ1, . . . , σn).

e ::= x | c | f(e1, ..., en) | let x :σ = e in e | (e1, . . . , en) | e.i
| op(e) | withh from ehandle e | loss(e) | reset e | ⟨⟨e⟩⟩

h ::=

{
. . . , opi(p :par , x :out i, l : (par , ini)→ real ! ϵ, k : (par , ini)→ σ′ ! ϵ) 7→ ei, . . .
return(p :par , x :σ) 7→ e

}
Losses are incurred using the loss construct loss(e). As in, eg [18], handlers h (invoked using with) define all the operations
of an effect label ℓ; the difference is that, as well as the usual delimited continuations k, operations have access to loss
continuations l; these can be used to perform optimizations. The reset e and ⟨⟨e⟩⟩ constructs are used to localize effects:
reset e resets the loss to 0 and ⟨⟨e⟩⟩ executes e with the zero loss continuation. Expressions are effect-typed as Γ ⊢ e :σ ! ϵ,
where the effects ϵ are multisets of effect labels.

Given the selection monad origins of this work it is natural to seek a denotational semantics. So, for such expressions e there
is a selection monadic semantics S [|e|] (ρ) ∈ SWϵ

([|σ|]). Here Wϵ is the commutative combination of the writer monad W and
the free algebra monad Fϵ for the ϵ-effect label operations, counted with suitable multiplicities (by [17] Wϵ(X) = Fϵ(R×X)).

C can be compiled into standard algebraic effect handler languages; in this way we can take advantage of existing effect
handler implementations. One such target language is T, with expressions and handlers exactly as above, but without the
loss(e), reset e, or ⟨⟨e⟩⟩ constructs, and where operations do not have access to loss continuations. In order to have a syntax
for loss continuations we add a syntactic category of abstractions ab = λx :σ. e. T also has a monadic semantics, now using
Fϵ. The compiler translates source code C expressions nf in ANF (A-Normal Form) to T target code Tσ(nf, ab), given a loss
continuation ab. (We do not detail ANFs.) Here are some specimen cases for ANF expressions and ANF handlers nh (ie
handlers as above, but with ANF operation bodies and return clause):
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Tσ((x1, ..., xn), ab) = (0, (x1, ..., xn))
Tσ(op(x), ab) = (0, op(x))
Tσ(withnh from phandle nf, ab) = with T(nh, ab) from phandle Tσ(nf, 0σ1)

(return(p :par, x :σ1) 7→ nf1 in h)
Tσ(loss(x), ab) = (x, ())
Tσ(resetnf, ab) = (0, Tσ(nf, ab).2)
Tσ(⟨⟨nf⟩⟩, ab) = Tσ(nf, 0σ)
Tσ(let x :σ1 = at in nf, ab) = wletσ x :σ1 = Tσ1(at, λx :σ1. Tσ(nf, ab) wthen ab) in Tσ(nf, ab)

T(nh, ab) =


. . . , opi(p :par, x :outi k : (par, ini) → (real, σ′) ! ϵ)

7→ Tσ′(nfi, 0σ′)[λ(p′ :par, y : ini). k(p
′, y) wthen g/l], . . .

return(p :par, x : (real, σ) 7→ wletσ′ x :σ = x in Tσ′(nf, ab)


Here wlet simulates Wϵ-binding, wthen is used to construct complex loss continuations from simpler ones, and 0σ is the

zero loss continuation λx : σ. 0. Note how the loss continuation needed for the handler translation is constructed from the
delimited one k and the available global one ab. The translation is correct w.r.t. the semantics: for ⊢ nf :σ ! ϵ we have:

S [|nf|] (λx ∈ [|σ|] . 0) = F [|Tσ(nf, 0σ)|]

3 Practice

We provide an implementation of our design as an effect handler library in Haskell. In this article we briefly present two
examples to demonstrate the design; interested reader may refer to the appendix for more examples and detailed explanations.

Following our design, the training program can be written as an effectful computation using the choose and loss operations,
while the optimization algorithm is implemented as an effect handler for the choose operation that makes use of losses. As
an example, the code below on the left defines the training program for linear regression using our library.

[effect | data Choose = Choose {choose :: Op [Param ] [Param ]}]

linearReg [w , b ] x y = do
[w’, b’ ]← perform choose [w , b ]
let model = w’ ∗ x + b’
loss $ (model − y) ∗ (model − y)
return [w’, b’ ]

gradDesc = handler Choose {choose =
operation (λws lk k → do

ds ← autodiff lk ws
let ws’ = zipWith (λw d → (w − 0.01 ∗ d)) ws ds
k ws’)}

The effect Choose has an operation choose that takes the current parameters and returns new ones, where a parameter Param
is a datatype used for automatic differentiation. The program linearReg defines the linear regression model, taking the current
weight and bias [w , b ] and a data point x and y . It first performs choose to get new parameters, then calculates the model
and the loss, before returning the new parameters. As this example shows, with choice-based learning, the system needs
to associate each choice with its resulting loss. Notably, the program does not specify how the new parameters are chosen.
Instead, we must write a handler for handling the choose operation. The gradDesc handler on the right defines how choose is
handled. Inside the handler, we first differentiate the loss continuation using autodiff (whose definition is omitted), getting
the gradients ds. We then do gradient descent by returning, essentially, (ws − 0.01 ∗ ds), where 0.01 is the learning rate.
Finally, we resume with the new parameters. By combining the training program with the handler, we can get a complete
definition of linear regression.

By separating training and optimization, we provide a modular interface where different optimization algorithms can be
easily reused, nested, and composed. For example, we can use the interface to implement Generative adversarial networks
(GAN) [16], a prominent framework for generative AI. Its key idea is to simultaneously train two models that contest with each
other: a generative model that takes noise and learns to generate samples, and a discriminative model that evaluates samples
and estimates the probability that a sample comes from a real data distribution rather than the generative distribution.
GAN is an interesting example for our framework, as it corresponds nicely to two handlers for the same loss

hGenerator = gradDesc -- gradient descent

hDiscriminator = handler DChoose {dChoose = operation (λws lk k → ...)} -- gradient ascent

gan sample noise = hDiscriminator α1 $ hGenerator α2 $ do ...

In the future, we would like to integrate our design into existing machine learning frameworks such as JAX [6] which has
built-in mechanisms for (effect-free) AD and parallelism, and apply the integrated framework to large-scale applications. We
would also like to investigate AD for handler languages.
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